CHANDIGARH STATION- A SUCCESS STORY REGARDING CLEANLINESS
CDG is an important model & modern “A-1” category station of the division and destined to be
developed on the pattern of world class station. Moreover, CDG is the capital of Haryana and Punjab
states and also is a Union Territory.
Before “Swatch Bharat Abhiyaan”, there was only 01 cleanliness contract by which entire areaincluding tracks, passenger platforms, public interface areas & vast circulating area- of the CDG
station was not covered and also, involved 23 manpower to upgrade/maintain all important interface
areas were insufficient to maintain cleanliness level at this important station. Grown bushes,
stagnated water in drains, garbage in corners & paan-stains on the stairs were the daily phenomenon
which the rail-users were going through. This downgrade sanitation level created dissatisfaction
among rail-users, inviting public complaints on various levels which was creating bed image among
the common public, media as well as higher railway administration. Earlier pictures of CDG station can
be seen as below.

Taking a cue from “Swatch Bharat Abhiyaan” launched by the Hon’ble Prime Minister of India in the
entire country, the Indian Railways has also adopted “Swatch Bharat Abhiyaan” at important/major
railway stations including Chandigarh Station of Ambala Division. The division assessed the whole
scenario of CDG station with respect to cleanliness upto the utmost satisfaction for its esteemed
passengers including VVIPs and to maintain sanitation level of this station like airport/Metro it was
urgently felt to increase the frequency of sanitation/cleanliness contract, mechanized cleaning contract
and rag-picking contract with increased manpower. Therefore, this manpower was increased from 23
to 48. To make this station a clean & safe place for visitors, concerted efforts were also taken to make
this station beggars free.

Therefore, Mechanized cleanliness/sanitation contract and rag picking contract were awarded and
monitoring was ensured on round the clock basis. These arrangements brought a tremendous desired
result immediately and earned laurels from visiting passengers through SMS/Tweets.

To maintain the desired level of sanitation at the station, the commercial department has ensured
round the clock monitoring by Inspectorial/Supervisor level. To add to the level of sanitation and
beauty of the station, the commercial department has also awarded a contract for
cleaning/maintaining of two parks and 01 showcase which has impressed upon visiting rail-users to
make them feel to be at world class station.

Further, to promote participation of NGOs, religious/social groups i.e. “RSS” and “Nirankari Mission”
etc., the division took help of these willing groups to serve the public at large by supplementing the
railways efforts in keeping the railway stations clean under Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) for
execution of cleanliness & sanitation of CDG station & environmental sustainability of the adjoining
areas of the station premises where sanitation work was not covered under awarded contract.

We seek cooperation of the passengers/visitors also to keep the station clean. To create awareness
among the rail-users, deployment of civil defense as well as scouts & guides is done for interaction
with passengers and spread awareness amongst them. Cleanliness slogans are also being displayed
through a giant LED installed in concourse area. Awareness campaign is also being run through public
announcement system, TVs as well as local FM channels.

Moreover, to take upon the habitual offenders, concerted ticket checking abhiyaan on daily basis is
also being conducted at the station to penalize the public for littering cases.

With the concerted hard work done by the division, Chandigarh Railway Station has been ranked sixth
in cleanliness in the survey titled “Cleanliness of Railway Stations”- conducted by IRCTC- of 75 A-1
category railway stations across the country and this report was released by the Hon’ble Minister of
Railway. In this survey, Chandigarh Railway Station has also been ranked 1 of A-1 category railway
stations in the Northern Railway.
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Also, this was highly appreciated from higher railway authorities during various inspections. Lately, a
highly valued Passenger Amenities Committee(PAC) visited the CDG station to assess the work done
by the division especially in cleanliness and passenger amenities and appreciated the steps taken by
the division to make this station beggars free.

This success story has not finished at this place as the division is continuously working hard to bring
level of sanitation upto the satisfaction level of Hon’ble PM and reach to the number one position
among the list of “A-1” category railway stations in the Indian Railways.

